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Abstract:
Creating realistic detailed models and control strategies for large-scale transportation systems
remains a big challenge, due to the high unpredictability and heterogeneity of traveller
decisions (in terms of route, time and mode of travel), the uncertainty in their reactions to
control and the spatiotemporal propagation of congestion, and the lack of coordinated actions
coupled with the limited infrastructure available. Instead of a detailed microscopic approach of
traffic congestion, the macroscopic or network fundamental diagram (MFD or NFD) aims to
simplify the complex task of the urban network modeling and consider the collective traffic
flow dynamics of sub-networks to describe traffic operations at a network-wide level. This
seminar will describe methodologies to model and understand the collective behavior for multimodal and multi-region urban systems. It will highlight under what physical properties the
aggregated laws will provide reasonable description of congestion through proper clustering
and modeling techniques. Ultimately, the goal is to develop optimization tools and investigate
what type of real-time active traffic management schemes (congestion pricing, vehicle
restriction, large scale traffic signal control) can improve mobility measures in a city for cities
of different structures. We build a hierarchical feedback control network of multiple levels. The
validation of the modeling methodologies and the traffic management schemes are conducted
in various and complex city structures scenarios using data from field experiments and microsimulations.
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